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Career Tip: Keep A Low Profile And Never Stop Career Tip: Keep A Low Profile And Never Stop 
Working Hard!Working Hard!

As year 2020 will be the year of the mouse just like

your birth year, it is considered your Year of Fate. Several

stars of ill  fate populate your chart  this  year,  making it

likely to be an unlucky year full of obstacles. Fortunately

the General star, a lucky star that brings good tidings and

helps in breaking through obstacles, is also present in your

chart. Career-wise, you may encounter backstabbers and

rivals who covet your position, so it  is recommended to

keep a low profile and play the role you’re assigned with

caution—a single  misstep may be  disastrous!  The  good

news is that you may likely come across someone who will

lend a helping hand if  you persist  in working hard, and

things will look up towards the end of the year. 

What’s the most important for you this year is to be

wise and discerning when it comes to who to trust. Never

believe  others  easily,  and  do  not  blindly  follow  others’

advice, as this may lead to loss of both friends and assets.

Try  not  to  nitpick  too  much  when  it  comes  to  your

collaborators,  or  you  will  soon  find  yourself  friendless.

Those born in the year of the ox and, to a degree, those

born in the year of the rooster may play huge roles in the

progress  of  your  career  this  year.  Establish  an  honest

relationship with them and your work process will be sped

up in leaps and bounds! The luckiest career choices for

you this year are those related to “earth” and “metal”.

Finance Tip: Cherish What You Have And WatchFinance Tip: Cherish What You Have And Watch
Out For Scams!Out For Scams!

Your finance fortune this year is average, without ups

and downs. Your regular job will not bring any surprises—

stable,  but  breakthroughs  may  be  rare.  Remember  to

cherish and enjoy what you already have and banish all

greedy  thoughts,  for  your  luck  this  year  concerning

sources  of  gain  besides  your  regular  job  is  low.  Avoid

making major investments this  year,  as that is  likely to

lead  to  losses.  Also  look  out  for  scams.  Unexpected

situations  that  require  funds  may  come  up  around  the

middle of the year, so it’s better to be prepared and have

a decent amount stashed away for emergency purposes.

Towards the end of the year, avoid borrowing from anyone

or  acting  as  guarantor—these  are  decisions  that  you’ll

very likely end up regretting!

Health Tip: Take Care Of Your Stomach And Health Tip: Take Care Of Your Stomach And 
Bowel, And Be Careful With Sharp ObjectsBowel, And Be Careful With Sharp Objects

Your health fortune is average this year. There may be

small illnesses, but nothing too big if you take good care of
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yourself. Your stomach and bowel may be especially prone

to problems this year, so try to see a physician as soon as

possible  if  you  suspect  something’s  up.  As  the  unlucky

star  “Blade”  is  present  in  your  chart,  you  need  to  be

especially  careful  when  dealing  with  sharp  objects,  for

example knives, scissors, saws, and axes. The unlucky star

“Collapse” is also present in your chart, so be

very  careful  wherever  you  go  and  avoid

dangerous locations at all costs!

Relationship Tip: Work On YourRelationship Tip: Work On Your
Likeability And Show MoreLikeability And Show More
AffectionAffection

You will have a rather emotional year

in 2020, so try to restrain your emotions

when  the  situation  requires  to  avoid

excessive drama. This is a good year to

start working on your likeability. Shed

your  pride  and  be  more  friendly  to

others,  or  you  may  become  isolated.

When it comes to love, your romantic relationships may be

turbulent this year. Show your affection more—or you and

your significant other might drift apart!

Mouse: A Joyful UnionMouse: A Joyful Union
The  mouse,  dragon  and  monkey,  together,  form  a

special combination that brings great fortune and health.

Two of these figures appear in this charm: the squirrel, an

energetic and clever rodent, and the monkey,

perched  on  a  branch.  The  two  form  a

joyful  union,  auspicious  and full  of  good

cheer.

For  those  born  in  the  year  of  the

mouse, this  is  YOUR year!  However,  bad

luck seems to be written in the stars  for

you  this  year—you’re  likely  to  encounter

rivals  at  every  turn  and  even  ill-willed

acquaintances.  Lots  of  obstacles  lie  in

wait!  We suggest that you keep a low

profile and act cautiously. This “A Joyful

Union”  charm,  placed  facing  the

southwest (or in the southwest of your

home/office),  will  help  you navigate  the

year of 2020 and bring you great luck.
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